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Quilt Book Reveals Exquisite New Blocks 
and Designs for Both Traditional and 
Modern Fabrics
Thimbleberries® Quilts with a New Attitude: 23 Tried and true quilt 
designs made in both traditional and modern fabrics
by Lynette Jensen

Excellent quilt designs withstand the test of time. 
In Lynette Jensen's new book Thimbleberries® 
Quilts with a New Attitude: 23 Tried and true quilt 
designs made in both traditional and modern 
fabrics, this statement rings true. Here, Jensen—
an internationally-known designer and quilting 
authority—shows how exquisite quilt design works 
for both traditional and modern fabrics. 

    To show how a good quilt design works for both 
traditional and modern fabrics, Thimbleberries® 
Quilts with a New Attitude features blocks made 
with Lynette’s own Thimbleberries fabrics and the 

same designs in fabric by Cotton + Steel, the collaboration of five young designers whose 
fabrics have taken the quilting world by storm.

 No matter what fabric a quilter uses, a beautiful quilt design is what is important and 
no one is better than Lynette Jensen in creating gorgeous, complex-looking quilts that are 
easy to achieve. The book beautifully proves that what any quilter, new or experienced, 
traditional or contemporary, needs are well-written patterns, clear instructions and 
gorgeous photography for inspiration. 

There is something for everyone in the book where tried and true meets new!

 ɕ 23 projects: from wall hangings to king-sized bed quilts!  

 ɕ Clear how-to and step-by-step: exploded diagrams make the quilts’ construction a snap.

 ɕ General instructions and glossary: Essential information that every quilter needs.



Lynette Jensen is currently available for interviews and Q&As 
and can discuss the following topics:

 ɕ Tips for aspiring quilt and fabric designers.

 ɕ How a well-done quilting pattern will withstand the test of time.

 ɕ Her experience as the very first designer to create a Block of the 
Month program for quilt retailers.

 ɕ The inspiration behind her Thimbleberries fabric line.

 ɕ The importance of working with modern quilters, and how her work 
with Cotton + Steel inspired her latest book.

 ɕ Quilt project ideas for every season.

 ɕ How she recognized early on in the tremendous potential quiltmaking 
had in social networking.

 ɕ And much more! 

Lynette Jensen, creator of Thimbleberries®, is a worldwide leader in quilting, sewing, 
and home decorating, holding a special place in the hearts and homes of quilters 
worldwide. Lynette is an acclaimed fabric designer for RJR Fabrics, has designed countless 
Thimbleberries patterns and is the best-selling author of dozens of books with millions 
of copies sold. She is foremost an educator and authority on the subjects of quilting and 
decorating.

Connect with Lynette Jensen at www.thimbleberries.com
Learn more about  Cotton + Steel at www.cottonandsteelfabrics.com

No other designer 
in our industry 
has come close 
to achieving the 
success that Lynette 
has enjoyed for 
over two decades.
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